Skilled visa pathways

Career Support

Completing your studies in Adelaide gives
you other advantages when considering a
future career in Australia. The benefits of
South Australia’s skilled visa pathways for
international graduates include:

We welcome and support students from

• access to the most extensive occupation
lists in Australia; the State Nominated
Occupation List and the Supplementary
Skilled List

StudyAdelaide offers one-on-one

• bonus points
• flexible state nomination requirements
including
• flexible requirements for high
performing international graduates;
and
• incentives for long-term residents of
SA – current and former students
that have remained in SA for the last
seven years
• waivers for work experience, English
language and financial requirements
(you can claim financial support from
your parents)
To find out more about the visa
advantages available to international
students in Adelaide visit
migration.sa.gov.au

over 130 countries and invite you to call

The Adelaide
career advantage

Adelaide your home for both your studies
and your longer-term career success.

career support sessions, webinars
and workshops covering: Australian

Adelaide offers an additional year of
post-study work rights and more for
international students.

workplace culture, personal branding,
resume and cover letters, interview
techniques, networking tips and more.
This is in addition to the comprehensive
support and amazing opportunities
provided by education institutions in
Adelaide. Many qualifications also provide
contact with industry through work
placement and internships as part of the
curriculum.
StudyAdelaide also builds connections
with businesses in South Australia to
promote the talents of international
students. We highlight the opportunities
brought by employing students who
progress to the 485 visa on graduation.
Find out more at
studyadelaide.com
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Adelaide is the perfect place for
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international students to study and start

POST-STUDY
WORK RIGHTS

their careers.
The capital city of South Australia,
Adelaide is a vibrant city of 1.3 million
where students can enjoy studying at
high quality education institutions, with

(subclass 485 visa)

Additional post-study
work rights

Post Study Work Rights examples:

An extra year of post-study work rights

Graduates must apply for their first 485 visa,

(subclass 485 visa) is available for

and if they have resided in South Australia

graduates of South Australian institutions

for the duration of this visa, can then apply

who have completed a higher education or

for the additional year. This means the extra

postgraduate qualification and maintained

year of post-study work rights will be available

including Health and Medical, Tourism,

residence in South Australia as a holder

to eligible graduates from 2021. Existing

Food, Wine and Agribusiness, Energy and

of a first Temporary Graduate Work Visa

Temporary Graduate visa holders may

(Subclass 485).

be eligible, provided they can meet the

an affordable lifestyle and easy access to
cultural activities, beaches and nature.
Adelaide is an economic hub for industries

Minerals, Defence and Space, High-Tech
and Creative Industries offering many

This additional year is not available to

fantastic career pathways for students.

international students studying in Sydney,
Melbourne and Brisbane.

IF THE STUDENT
HAS RESIDED IN
SOUTH AUSTRALIA

requirements.

• A student with a Bachelor or Master by
Coursework qualification will qualify for the
original 2 years + 1 year; 3 years in total
• A student with a Masters by Research
qualification will qualify for the original 3
years + 1 year; 4 years in total
• A student with a PhD qualification will qualify
for the original 4 years + 1 year; 5 years in
total

